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Campuses
New York City, NY
Los Angeles, CA
South Beach, Miami, FL
Gold Coast, Australia
Satellite Locations
Florence, Italy
Paris, France
Harvard University, MA
Walt Disney World® Resort, FL
Beijing, China
Shanghai, China
Mumbai, India
Doha, Qatar
Moscow, Russia
Kyoto, Japan
Seoul, Korea
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
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New York City, NY

nyfa.edu/new-york
+1 212-674-4300
Battery Park Campus
17 Battery Place, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10004
Broadway Campus
26 Broadway, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10004

The New York Film Academy’s flagship campus in New
York City places students in the heart of one of the
world’s greatest metropolises. For its size, excitement,
culture, and landscape, the city remains unparalleled
— and plays a starring role in the projects and lives of
our students.

Chinatown and Spanish Harlem, the stately Museum Mile
on the Upper East Side, the neighborhood brownstones of
Park Slope in Brooklyn. New York City is about neon lights,
taxi horns, street music, bookstores, landscaped parks,
and 10 million inhabitants working together — each as
unique as the next.

Dynamic, rich in diversity, and always alive, New York
City is the perfect training ground for the visual and
performing arts. The city challenges and stimulates
students on every shoot and every project, every step of
the way. One can hear dozens of different languages,
choose from the cuisine of six continents, and rub
shoulders with diplomats, designers, celebrities,
dignitaries, or musicians on any given day. NYFA New
York City is at the crossroads of the world.

Our students in New York City have the opportunity
to create their original projects in virtually every
neighborhood in the city: from SoHo lofts to East Village
bars, from Brooklyn delis to Times Square at rush hour.
Feature films, television productions, and independent
movies vie for locations and talent in this entertainment
industry epicenter, but New York City is not just an
incredible place to make films; it is a truly unique place
to develop an artistic identity, explore, and build a
community, whether a student’s dream is to take photos
around the city or to perform on some of the world’s most
famous stages.

New York is a city of distinct neighborhoods, each with
a unique rhythm and culture: the bustling shops of

Central Location

Extracurricular Activities

The New York Film Academy’s New York City campus in
Manhattan’s historic Financial District is split between
premier facilities on Battery Park and Broadway, steps
from the iconic Charging Bull statue on Wall Street,
the beautiful Hudson River Park, and the Castle Clinton
National Monument in Battery Park. Our students are
right in the heart of downtown Manhattan’s most famous
attractions with an extraordinary view of the Statue of
Liberty from many of our classroom windows.

“The city that never sleeps” offers as many exciting
adventures and discoveries as there are people. For
dining, film, nightlife, shopping, museums, and so much
more, New York ranks number one in the world.

The world’s largest subway system conveniently takes
students wherever they want to go, from Harlem, to
Chinatown, Coney Island, Central Park, and the Brooklyn
Bridge. Our campus provides a haven from the hustle and
bustle, and at the same time gives students a springboard
from which to dive straight into the thick of city life.

Cultural activities are unlimited, from the priceless
collections of The Metropolitan Museum of Art to the
delicious hot dogs at the renovated Yankee Stadium. For the
film lover, New York is full of mainstream and independent
theatres and world premiers, while theatre buffs can soak
up Broadway plays, eight performances a week.
NYFA students live in a foodie’s paradise of innumerable
cuisines, and can explore the thriving nightlife of the
West and East Village, Tribeca, Chelsea, and SoHo.
Some of the best musicians in the world, from jazz to
alternative to classical, play in New York City.
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New York City: A Filmmaking Landmark
First Film Screening in the U.S.
The first projected motion pictures ever seen in the
United States were shown on the night of April 23,
1906, at Koster and Bial’s vaudeville house in New York
City, on the site of today’s Macy’s department store.
Thomas Edison himself helped run the projector.
First Location Shoot in NYC
The first movie footage ever shot on location in New
York was filmed at 2 p.m. on May 11, 1896, by William
Heise, a cameraman with the Edison Company. The
footage showed 51 seconds of activity at the corner of
Herald Square and 34th Street.

“Big Apple”
In the 1920s, a sportswriter for the Morning Telegraph
named John Fitzgerald overheard stable hands in New
Orleans refer to NYC’s racetracks as “the Big Apple,” so he
named his column “Around the Big Apple.” A decade later,
jazz musicians adopted “the Big Apple” to refer to New
York City, and especially Harlem, as the jazz capital of the
world. There are many apples on the trees of success, but
when you pick New York City, you pick the Big Apple.

The city’s parks are teeming with more than 750 different
native species of animals and plants, including the
endangered peregrine falcon, the sharp-shinned hawk,
and white-tailed deer.
Central Park and the Bronx’s New York Botanical Garden
offer guided bird walks, and spring in Queens brings
thousands of migrating shore birds to the Jamaica Bay
Wildlife Refuge’s 10,000 acres.

New York City has 26 subway lines, 490 stations, and 660
miles of subway track. There are 6,374.6 miles of streets
in New York City and about 6,400 cars. New York City has
578 miles of waterfront. The New York City Department of
Transportation is responsible for 753 bridges and tunnels.

Parks
Many are surprised to learn that New York City ranks as
the greenest city in America, with 52,938 acres of parks
and open space out of 197,696 total acres. That means that
26.8 percent of New York City is set aside for parks. Central
Park, Manhattan’s green oasis, is only number five on the
list of the city’s 10 largest parks. New Yorkers jog, walk,
bike, skate, horseback ride, ice skate, rent row boats, play
basketball, softball, soccer, tennis, and enjoy special events
and festivals in the city’s 1,700 parks and playgrounds.

In New York City, every passing moment may hold a
revelation to destiny, and every turned corner may
spark a new journey. For the artistic soul, New York City
is a mecca that is alive with unimaginable hope and
inspiration. Here, students find themselves in the center
of it all as the world’s greatest creators of the visual and
performing arts converge.
New York City has always defined its sense of history
with some of the most significant cultural and artistic
movements, people, and institutions: from the Harlem
Renaissance and Langston Hughes to Abstract
Expressionism with Jackson Pollack; from the Sony
IMAX theater uptown to the underground short film
slams buried downtown; from the American Ballet
Theatre to street performers.

The Big Apple isn’t the only New York City name with an
interesting history: Broadway’s original name was the
Wiechquaekeck Trail. It was an old Algonquin trade route.

The world’s second largest department store, Macy’s
covers 2.1 million sq ft of space and stocks over 500,000
different items and makes its home in NYC.

Art in New York City

NYFA Cafe
The New York Film Academy Cafe, located at 10 Peter
Minuit Plaza, is the ideal place to kick back and cool
down with an iced coffee from La Colombe or an iced
cold beer from Sixpoint. NYFA Cafe’s stylish structure,
housed in a sculpture located in Battery Park, is a
short walk from the New York City campus. The menu
includes wings, sandwiches, breakfast, beer, wine, and
a variety of caffeinated beverages. The Cafe is located
across from the Staten Island Ferry Terminal and is open
Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.,
and weekends from 9:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Students
presenting their IDs may receive 20 percent off (not to
be combined with other deals or offers).

There are over 180 museums, 500 galleries, and 40
major and independent movie theaters in the city. With
numerous star-studded productions and avant-garde
Off-Off-Broadway performances to choose from, the
city never ceases to inspire and motivate the creative
enthusiasm and artistic innovations of new generations.

America’s First Movie Studio
The first movie studio in America, the Vitagraph Studio
on East 14th Street in Brooklyn, was founded in 1903,
sold to Warner Brothers in the 1920s, and then used by
NBC Television in the 1950s. The studio was later the
home of “The Cosby Show,” and continues to serve as
an active production center to this day.

Marilyn Monroe on 52nd Street
On the night of Wednesday, September 15, 1954,
over 1500 onlookers gathered on the corner of 52nd
Street and Lexington Avenue to watch Marilyn Monroe
perform what would become her legendary “skirtblowing” scene for “The Seven Year Itch.” Director Billy
Wilder required Monroe to repeat the sequence through
15 takes before he was satisfied.
Set Decorations Become “Real”
In 1987, the tenement building set constructed on a
Lower East Side street for the 1987 film “*batteries
not included” looked so realistic that sanitation men
removed prop garbage cans in front of the building and
passers-by inquired about available apartments.
The accuracy of the coffee shop set built on a Tribeca
street corner for the 1994 film “It Could Happen to You”
encouraged several local residents to stop in and ask for
a lunch menu.

Spike Lee’s
__ “Do the Right Thing”
__ “Inside Man”
__ “Jungle Fever”
__ “Summer of Sam”
Woody Allen’s
__ “Annie Hall”
__ “Manhattan”
__ “Mighty Aphrodite”
__ “Everyone Says I love You”
__ “Hannah and Her Sisters”
Other Films
__ “12 Angry Men”
__ “On the Waterfront”
__ “Marathon Man”
__ “Glengarry Glen Ross”
__ “Arsenic and Old Lace”
__ “As Good As It Gets”
__ “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”

The “Big House”
In 1920, Paramount pictures opened its massive East
Coast studio in Astoria, Queens. Known as the “Big
House,” the 14-acre complex contained one of the
largest stages ever built, a 50 seat screening room, and
a publicity department equipped to handle 10,000 stills
a day. Used by U.S. Army Signal Corps during World
War II, it was refurbished in the 1970s and ‘80s, and is
known today as Kaufman Astoria Studios.
The first modern feature film to be produced as well
as filmed in New York and its surroundings, “On the
Waterfront” stunned the Hollywood establishment
when it won eight Oscars, including Best Picture, at the
1954 Academy Awards. The following year, the second
New York-produced feature, “Marty,” also won Best
Picture along with three other Oscars.

__ “Requiem for a Dream”
__ “Barefoot in the Park”
__ “The Royal Tenenbaums”
__ “Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind”
__ “Dog Day Afternoon”
__ “Ghostbusters”
__ “Saturday Night Fever”
__ “Big Night”
__ “Moonstruck”

Film in New York

__ “When Harry Met Sally...”
__ “Kids”

Location, location, location! As some of the most
coveted real estate in the world, New York City
has been the setting of choice to some of the most
popular and most distinguished films and television
shows of all time. It is also home to the largest and
most sophisticated world-class film and television
production centers on the east coast, such as Kaufman
Astoria Studios and Silver Cup Studios located in
Queens, and Steiner Studios, at the site of the historic
Brooklyn Navy Yard.

__ “The Squid and the Whale”

New York City’s TV & Film Repertoire

__ “Crocodile Dundee”

__ “The Apartment”
__ “Serpico”
__ “The Wiz”
__ “American Psycho”
__ “Miracle on 34th Street”
__ “Brighton Beach Memoirs”
__ “Fame”
__ “Cotton Comes to Harlem”
__ “Desperately Seeking Susan”

Francis Ford Coppola’s
__ “The Godfather” Parts I, II, and III
Martin Scorsese’s
__ “Taxi Driver”
__ “Raging Bull”
__ “Goodfellas”
__ “Mean Streets”

__ “Die Hard With a Vengeance”
__ “Hair”
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Los Angeles, CA

A NGE L E S

Known as the “Entertainment Capital of the World”
and the heart of American cinema, sunny Los Angeles
is home to media giants NBC/Universal, Warner Bros.
Entertainment, ABC, and The Walt Disney Company,
among others. The New York Film Academy’s Los Angeles
campus in beautiful Burbank places students in the heart
of the entertainment industry, and offers them an ideal
platform from which they can take advantage of the
City of Angels’ many attractions. Students can expect
excellent weather, a rich and multicultural population, and
innumerable ties to the entertainment industry.
The New York Film Academy Los Angeles offers an
array of programs to meet every student’s needs, from
professional certificate workshops and conservatory
programs to graduate and undergraduate degrees in
Filmmaking, Acting for Film, Screenwriting, Producing,
Photography, Documentary Filmmaking, Graphic Design,
3D Animation and Visual Effects, and Game Design.
Our campus is located in the midst of Universal and
Warner Bros. studios, and in many hands-on production
classes, our students shoot on the prestigious Universal
Studios backlot. For their individual film projects, students
shoot in Los Angeles, where a wide variety of locations
can be found. Students may choose to shoot in gritty,
urban neighborhoods downtown; on a beach at sunset
in Malibu; on the famed shopping strip of Rodeo Drive
in Beverly Hills; or on the boardwalk of Venice Beach.
Indeed, one of the attractions of Los Angeles for the film
industry has been the city’s incredibly varied landscape
— ranging from seaside to desert to mountain slopes and
fruit groves. Students can take their cameras and crews
to the hills around the city and to Sunset Boulevard, to the
shops of Chinatown, West Hollywood, Koreatown, Little
Tokyo, and to the oceanside cliffs of Santa Monica. In
one day, a crew might film a Spy-Thriller in snow-capped
Mount Baldy in the morning, and a Surf-Comedy in the
afternoon.

nyfa.edu/los-angeles
+1 818-333-3558
3300 Riverside Dr.
Burbank, CA 91505

Our screenwriting students can check into the Writers
Guild of America library to read original scripts that
can’t be found on the Internet, then head over to one
of Hollywood’s famous “Movie Palaces” for a special
screening. Acting students can study performance during
the day, and then see a live studio performance that
same night. Producing students have the opportunity to
network with an entire city devoted to film production,
and develop roots in the same terrain that shapes the
industry itself. With ongoing productions throughout the
city, there are countless options for students to pursue
and hone their craft.

NYFA Los Angeles is in the heart of Hollywood. Students
have unique entertainment industry opportunities, such as
working on the prestigious Universal Studios backlot and
screening their films in Warner Bros. screening rooms.
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Learning on the Universal Studios Backlot*
Nothing “regular” at all is going on inside the
Universal Studios Headquarters. This is where the
movie magic happens; where Focus Features, the
“little company that could,” brought us Oscar winners
like “Brokeback Mountain,” “Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind,” and “Lost in Translation,” resides.
Here is where Stephen Soderbergh and George
Clooney housed the production offices for “Ocean’s
Eleven,” and where the production departments for
“Minority Report,” “Seabiscuit,” “The 40-Year-Old
Virgin,” “Live Free or Die Hard,” and countless others
brought their visions to the silver screen.
It is also where students at the New York Film
Academy are learning what it takes to be the directors,

screenwriters, actors, producers, and cinematographers.
In many hands-on classes, students get the one-ofa-kind experience of filming on the Universal Studios
backlot, a location many people can only see if they take
the famous Universal Backlot Tour. Here, in the heart of
the film industry, our students study their craft, develop
their projects, and take advantage of the exciting array
of opportunities at their fingertips.
Universal Studios is one studio with which the New
York Film Academy has a special relationship. Since
the Academy is located by the backlot of the Universal
Studios, students have the unique opportunity to
witness the importance of “studio life” to the Los
Angeles area first-hand. Students also get the one-ofa-kind experience of shooting on the Universal Studios
backlot, which many people can only see if they take

the famous Backlot Tour. Within the backlot of Universal
Studios, our students shoot on the same sets where
film history is made. Be it the sprawling backdrop of
Western Street or the edgy city streets of New York, the
backlot of Universal Studios presents the filmmaker with
locations as varied as their imaginations.
Over the hill and through the Cahuenga Pass is
Universal Studios, where the “Desperate Housewives”
acted out their operatic lives on the same street
where the fraternity brothers of “Animal House” got
themselves into a heap of trouble. Nearby, Michael J.
Fox zoomed through the space time continuum in that
sleek silver DeLorean to get “Back to the Future,” and
Steven Spielberg’s Dreamworks created everything from
“War of the Worlds” to “American Beauty.”

Venues in LA
While in Los Angeles, students should seize every
opportunity to experience a show at these famous and
beautiful performance venues.
The Hollywood Bowl
One of the most recognizable venues in Southern
California, the Hollywood Bowl is a naturally occurring
open air amphitheater that seats approximately 18,000.
Some of the most famous performers of all time have
graced its stage: The Grateful Dead, Cher, Frank Sinatra,
The Beatles, The Who, Nine Inch Nails, Fleetwood Mac,
Ben Harper, Willie Nelson, Gwen Stefani, Radiohead,
Coldplay, Aerosmith, Mötley Crüe, The Doors, Patsy
Cline, Bob Dylan, Elton John, Pink Floyd, Judy Garland,
Johnny Cash and more.
The Forum
The legendary “Fabulous” Forum is a spectacular indoor
concert hall that has hosted stellar acts such as Jay-Z,
Lady Gaga, Fleetwood Mac, The Eagles, Bruno Mars,
Dixie Chicks, Metallica, and Prince.
The Walt Disney Concert Hall
A striking Frank Gehry-designed acoustical and visual
masterpiece, the Walt Disney Concert Hall serves as the
new home to the L.A. Philharmonic.
The Staples Center
Home of the Los Angeles Lakers, Kings, and Clippers,
the Staples Center has also recently become the place
for big-name entertainers to perform.
And More!
Other large-scale venues are The Arrowhead Pond
(home of the Anaheim Ducks), the Greek Theater,
Los Angeles Convention Center, Verizon Wireless
Amphitheatre, and The Home Depot Center.

*All programs are solely owned and operated by the
New York Film Academy and are not affiliated with
Universal Studios.

Los Angeles Movie and
Performance Art Theatres
In Los Angeles, classic movie palaces and state-ofthe-art auditoriums can be found everywhere, and live
shows abound in beautiful facilities. Check out the
Los Angeles theatre scene and catch a show at one of
these venues:
__ Pantages Theatre
__ TCL Chinese Theatre
__ El Capitan Theatre
__ The Greek Theatre
__ Ahmanson Theatre
__ Audiences Unlimited
__ John Anson Ford Amphitheatre
__ Dolby Theatre
__ Mark Taper Forum
__ The Actors’ Gang at the Ivy Substation

Sights to See
The Hollywood Sign
The Hollywood Sign started out as an ad for
real estate development and originally read
“Hollywoodland.” In 1973, the sign was deemed an
official historical monument.
Hollywood Blvd.
A famous street great for catching a movie premieres,
shopping, or spotting a star.
Sunset Blvd.
The Sunset Strip is Hollywood’s nightlife capital and one
of the most heavily advertised streets in the world.
Mulholland Drive
The famous stretch of road that follows the ridgeline
of the Santa Monica Mountains offers a fabulous
view of LA.

The Beaches
Relax at the laid-back Hermosa Pier, take in the scene at
Venice Beach, surf at Huntington or shop at Santa Monica.
Each beach has its own traits and personality. Cruise the
Pacific Coast Highway and you can run into all of them.
Santa Monica’s Third Street Promenade
Third Street is a vibrant location near the Santa Monica
Pier. The street is blocked off to traffic so that the crowds
that visit day and night can watch street performers, dine at
some of LA’s finest restaurants, take in a movie, dance at a
local club, relax at a local bar, or shop the night away.
Rodeo Drive
The most famous shopping district in America is only three
blocks long on Rodeo Drive, from Wilshire Boulevard on
the south to Santa Monica Boulevard. It is here that the
rich and famous do their shopping, and where tourists
window-shop while trying to spot movie stars.
Favorite Local Music Venues
The indie music scene has become an integral part
of the Los Angeles culture, for LA is not only a city
of dreams for actors and filmmakers, but musicians
as well, and can foster rich collaborations between
aspiring filmmakers and musicians.
Some of the venues that host local indie bands:
__ Bootleg Theater
__ The Echo
__ The Mint
__ The Smell
Southern California Amusement Parks
Los Angeles was home to the very first amusement park,
and boasts a collection of some of the most famous
amusement and theme parks in the world:
__ Disneyland in Los Angeles
__ Disney’s California Adventure
__ Magic Mountain
__ Knott’s Berry Farm
__ Pacific Park, Santa Monica
__ Universal Studios Hollywood
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South Beach,
Miami, FL

miami.nyfa.edu
+1 305-534-6009
420 Lincoln Road, Suite 200
Miami Beach, FL 33139

NYFA South
Beach, Miami,
offers an indepth education
in the visual
and performing
arts. Miami is
a cultural hub,
with its Art Deco
District, worldclass beaches,
turquoise bays,
and architectural
masterpieces.

B E A C H

New York Film Academy South Beach, Florida offers an
education in film and acting unlike any other, nestled in the
thriving Miami arts district of South Beach. “The Gateway
of the Americas,” Miami is a city of diverse culture, sun,
and energy, with gleaming white beaches, turquoise ocean
waters, a beautiful Art Deco district, and a famed nightlife
and restaurant scene that draws visitors, artists, and
industry leaders from around the world. Miami is an artistic
hub, the location of choice for popular television shows
like “Jane the Virgin,” “Ballers,” “Dexter,” “Miami Vice,”
“Burn Notice,” and more, and also the setting of beloved
major films including “Scarface,” “Any Given Sunday,”
“Caddyshack,” “There’s Something About Mary,” “The
Birdcage,” and 2016’s Academy Award-winning film for
Best Picture, “Moonlight.”
Nestled on Lincoln Road in the center of South Beach,
our Miami campus offers a wide range of degree,
conservatory, and workshop programs designed for
students to achieve their learning goals in the amount
of time that is right for them. Students have the chance
to study the discipline of their choice in a culturally
rich area that is teeming with gorgeous Art Deco
buildings, beautiful beaches, and a diverse population,
making it an ideal setting for students to shoot and film
projects throughout the area.
Through our philosophy of learning by doing, South
Beach students achieve more in less time through
intensive, project-based curriculum. Students
create their own original work while experiencing
and exploring the exciting life of the city, from the
contemporary arts festival Art Basel to the landmark
street of Calle Ocho, the heartbeat of Little Havana.
At New York Film Academy South Beach, Florida,
students are never limited to just studying books and
attending in-class lectures, but rather are immersed
in the practical, hands-on challenges of their
discipline from the first day of class, creating a truly
extraordinary educational experience. Our student
body in Miami is extremely diverse and students study
with classmates that come from all around the world,
further enriching each student’s education.
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Gold Coast,
Australia

NYFA AU Gold Coast is located in a premier facility
at Southport, directly across from the Gold Coast
Broadwater with a popular waterfront promenade,
large estuary and attractive parklands — all perfect
for filming.
Our new, expanded Gold Coast campus is a 22,000
square feet, two-level, state-of-the-art facility located
at Southport Central, encompassing a 90 seat theatre,
automated dialogue replacement (ADR) room, editing
rooms, post production rooms, production workshop
studio, acting rooms with sprung floors for voice and
movement classes and a sizable equipment room.
Southport is the leading educational and creative arts
precinct of the Gold Coast, easily accessible by public
transport and full of amenities (libraries, shopping
centers, cafes and restaurants). NYFA AU Gold Coast
also maintains its own production studios on-site
at the renowned Village Roadshow Studios, giving
students the opportunity to do their production work
on the backlot. Village Roadshow Studios has been
the filming location of many Hollywood films including
“San Andreas,” “Unbroken,” “Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Men Tell No Tales,” “The Shallows,” “Kong: Skull
Island,” and “Thor: Ragnarok,” among many others.
Golden beaches, tropical rainforests, rugged country
and a modern city skyline are just some of the
backdrops that keep the biggest filmmakers in the
world coming back to the Gold Coast. With an average
of 300 days of sunshine every year, this region is
commonly known as “beautiful one day, perfect the
next,” and as a surfer’s paradise.

nyfa.edu.au
+61 7 5555 1300
Southport Central, Suite 2110,
Tower 2, 5 Lawson Street,
Southport QLD 4215
All programs and workshops are solely owned and
operated by the New York Film Academy Australia and
are not affiliated with Village Roadshow Studios.
ABN: 36 148 922 936 | CRICOS Code: 03366A |
RTO Provider Number: 32484
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Florence, Italy

Florence, the birthplace of the Renaissance and a city
that has inspired and nurtured artists for centuries, is
the hub of the New York Film Academy in Europe. In
2008, the Government of Tuscany and the Tuscan Film
Commission invited NYFA to offer our world-renowned
programs in a newly renovated Renaissance-era building
overlooking Piazza San Lorenzo, across from the Basilica
di San Lorenzo, one of the most famous churches in
Florence, which houses the Medici Chapels, the burial
place of the principal members of the Medici family. It
is also steps away from the famous Piazza del Duomo,
Santa Maria Novella, Ponte Vecchio, and the Galleria,
which houses Michelangelo’s David.

nyfa.edu/florence
+39 055 238 2295
Piazza San Lorenzo, 2
50123 Florence

NYFA Florence is focused, intensive, and extremely
hands-on, requiring participants to work with selfdiscipline, energy, and commitment. Currently, NYFA
Florence offers courses of various lengths in filmmaking
and acting for film. Florence and all of Tuscany provide
perfect open-air sets for shooting movies and learning
the craft of filmmaking. Students are also encouraged
to explore and utilize other picturesque towns, such as
Fiesole, Pisa, Lucca, Siena, and Chianti and to utilize
these small towns and the natural environment of
Tuscany as their sets — all a short bus or train ride
away. Florence and Tuscany have been the set for
many famous movies, such as “A Room with a View,”
“Hannibal,” “Under the Tuscan Sun,” “The English
Patient,” “Inferno,” and many others.

NYFA Florence’s programs challenge students to interact
with their surroundings while developing professionallevel skills. Filmmaking students find themselves directly
intermingling with the Italian people and culture, putting
their knowledge to work as they make a series of short
films. Acting for Film students perform in films shot on
location, bringing stories and characters to life that
reflects the culture and history of Florence.
As students write, direct, shoot, edit and act in their
own films, they can deepen their understanding and
connection to the Italian culture through the creative
process of filmmaking and acting for film. Florence
becomes more than a historic locale; it is a place
for inspiration, innovation, and immersion. Italy’s
inhabitants become the characters in their stories.
Italy’s traditions and customs shape their scripts, and
Italy’s unique locations provide striking environments for
original student films.

The first republic in Europe and the home of the Medici
dynasty, Florence at its zenith was the cultural capital of
the world. Florence today still buzzes with this vibrant
history and inspires the next generation of creative
minds. Florence is considered one of the world’s most
outstanding cities to learn and practice the visual and
creative arts, as the landscape bursts with beauty and
stories abound in every palazzo and building.
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Other New York Film Academy
Locations

NY F A

L O C A T I O NS

Harvard University, MA

Beijing, China*

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Students have the opportunity to spend their
summers attending one of NYFA’s famous workshops
at Harvard University.

In conjunction with Beijing Film Academy, students can
attend our filmmaking workshops in Beijing, China.

Located in the heart of Amsterdam in the Beurs van
Berlage building, students can attend our signature
short-term workshops.

Walt Disney World® Resort, Florida

Shanghai, China*

Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

Our summer workshops in filmmaking and acting provide
students with the chance to shoot original productions
and study acting on professional movie sets at Walt

In conjunction with the Shanghai Film Art Academy,
NYFA offers summer workshops for students interested
in acting for film.

With breathtaking locales, an amazing culture, and
a rich history, NYFA Rio De Janeiro offers short-term
workshops.

Paris, France*

Moscow, Russia

Kyoto, Japan

A city that has served as a muse for countless filmmakers,
Paris students have the option to spend a summer
studying in a variety of short-term NYFA workshops.

Steeped in history and famous sights, NYFA Moscow
provides short-term workshops.

Students can attend one of our short-term workshops
in historic Kyoto and film their productions at the
legendary Toei Studios.

Mumbai, India

Doha, Qatar

Seoul, Korea

Students can attend hands-on NYFA workshops in the
heart of Bollywood.

Short-term workshops are available through a
partnership with the Aljazeera Media Training and
Development Center.

In a city that has no shortage of incredible locations for
shooting, students can attend short-term workshops.

Disney World® Resort.

*NYFA Study Abroad: Accreditation &
Endicott College Transcript
The New York Film Academy is proudly affiliated with
Endicott College in Beverly, Massachusetts, which is
regionally accredited by the New England Association
of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) and is the school of
record for NYFA’s international programs. Students
studying at our programs in Florence, Paris, Beijing,
Shanghai, and Gold Coast have the opportunity to
receive transcripts issued by Endicott College offering
transferability of credits to other regionally accredited
institutions of higher education in the U.S.
All programs and workshops are solely owned and
operated by the New York Film Academy and are
not affiliated with Harvard University or Walt Disney
World® Resort.

For more information on studying abroad for
transferable credit and to see a full list of eligible
international locations and programs, visit nyfa.edu/
programs/study-abroad.php
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